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1. Physical Models
single bunch losses, resonant losses
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single bunch losses: asymptotic approximation of longitudinal short range wake
(TESLA module: Novokhatski, Zagorodnov, Weiland; e.g. TESLA 2003-19)

finite bunch length σ →

total loss parameter
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bunch single = q = bunch charge
Tb = time of bunch distance

assumption: field decay time >> Tb

resonant losses: eigenmode solver → modes ν with qualities Qν , frequencies ων
and modal loss parameters kν

assumptions: resonance (ωνTb = n2π)
low decay from bunch to bunch (Qν >> ωνTb)
high quality (Qν >> 1)
long rf pulse (Trf >> 2Qν /ων)

required: list of modes, qualities, frequencies and modal loss parameters
(→ J. Sekutowicz for TESLA cavity)

e.g. ktot ≈ 1.53⋅1014 V/C, q = 1nC, σ = 25µm, 10x3000 bunches/sec → 4.6 W
30x3000 bunches/sec → 13.8 W



1. Physical Models
single bunch losses, resonant losses

f /GHz100 101 102 103f0

trapped &
quasi trapped modes:

~ resonant effects
propagating modes

~ single bunch effects

HOM couplers HOM absorbers

coax to warm load

no transmission lines or waveguides
⇒ absorber at temperature level with

good cryo efficiency

absorbers in interconnections between modules
T > 70K

>70K



1. Physical Models
models based on field calculation

eigenmode analysis
(monopoles)

time domain
(monopoles)

model with symmetry of revolution sufficient ?
doable (if at all) only for rz-geometry

M.Liepe: Conceptual Layout of Cavity String ... ERL ...; 
11th workshop of RF SC, Travemuende, 2003

lossy eigenmode solver; 3x7cell-cavity + absorbers:
fmax = 8GHz; ~ 400 modes

A. Joestingmeier, …: Photon Diffusion Model …
TESLA 2000-11

idealized TESLA cavity between PEC boundaries:
fmax = 20 GHz; ~ 1400 modes

scaled to TESLA cryo-module (8 cavities) between
PEC boundaries: fmax=100 GHz; ~ 280000 modes 

M.Dohlus: 3 cells between PEC boundaries (no losses)
tmax ~ 1000/1.3GHz ~ 1µs

time averaged energy distribution (few snapshots)
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for r /λ >>1

0th oder
loss model

TESLA cryo-module, fmax=100 GHz, 10µs
~ 107 … 108 meshcells
~ 107 … 108 timesteps possible !!!???



1. Physical Models
0th order model: based on unperturbed energy distribution
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rz-geometry & energy distribution 
→ effective surface area replaced by effective surface length Leff

effective surface length = length of surface in rz cut
ννν ,s,eff RLP ∝

rz geometry:
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→ effective surface = real surface area
at surfaces3d geometry:
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with Rs,ν = Re{surface impedance}

surface 1: Rs1 surface 2: Rs2 surface 3: Rs3
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but the longitudinal energy distribution is changed
by the presence of strong absorbers → 1nd order model



1. Physical Models
1st order models: wave propagation

plane wave model:
different initial conditins

photon diffusion model:
(Joestingmeier, Dohlus)

cryoloss:
(Voss, Clemens, Dohlus)

real rz-surface geometry of module; ray tracing; plane wave
loss model for surface reflections; intensity reduction of plane
wave; summation of surface losses → distribution of losses

propagation in module estimated by diffusion process;
all other elements (bellow, …) are modeled by pipes with
effective length; → analytic estimation of loss distribution



2. Surface Absorption
HOM absorber: Zr10CB5

see:
http://www.desy.de/~dohlus/2001/2001.08.ceradyne_materialien/

material probe 1: Re(ε) ≈ 12 ..14 ε0
tan(δ) >≈ 0.15

measurements in 2001: Ceradyne Zr10CB5



absorber material
ZR10CB5
d = 30 mm
h = 10 mm

T sensors @ absorber
& beam pipe 

cavities steel beam pipes !

480 650 650

2. Surface Absorption
HOM absorber: measurement in cryo module (Sept. 2002)



500 µs bunch train

calculated power
from ΔT

2. Surface Absorption
HOM absorber: measurement in cryo module (Sept. 2002)



material probe 2: Re(ε) ≈ 16.5 ε0
tan(δ) ≈ 0.20

material probe 3: Re(ε) ≈ 14 ε0
tan(δ) ≈ 0.04

material probe 4: Re(ε) ≈ 40 ε0
tan(δ) ≈ 0.70

small disc
d = 30

big
cylinder

50

90

rejected

after ACC6 in FLASH !

2. Surface Absorption
HOM absorber: Zr10CB5 – new probes



“material 1”: Re(ε) = 15 ε0
tan(δ) ≈ 0.20

“material 2”: Re(ε) = 40 ε0
tan(δ) ≈ 0.70

2. Surface Absorption
HOM absorber

model for cryoloss calculation:
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from Boris Podobedov:
http://pubweb.bnl.gov/users/borisp/www/papers/anomskinrwtalk.pdf

surface losses ∝ on Re{Zsurface}

const. conductivity
extreme anomalous skin effect

const. conductivity
extreme anomalous skin effect
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from “extreme” model

into “normal” model (implemented in cryoloss)

use “extreme” model for all frequencies (> 1GHz)

2. Surface Absorption
surface impedance of Cu (high RRR), ASE
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from “extreme” model with high RRR

into “normal” model (implemented in cryoloss)

effective conductivity scaled by dc conductivity
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“high RRR”
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( )Ωm103600 6(dc)
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effective conductivity

2. Surface Absorption
surface impedance of Cu (RRR ≈ 10), ASE



EPAC 2002
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2 sZr ≈−plane wave reflection, TM case:
72 101 −≈− r{ } →Ω< −510)(Re ωsZ :700GHz<f

cryoloss: < 104 hits until 99.99% of energy is dissipated by absorber & n.c. walls 
320000 101 −≈− r

losses to s.c. walls are negligible for f < 700 GHz

700

2. Surface Absorption
super conductor
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2. Surface Absorption
super conductor

model for cryoloss calculation



dc conductivity, steel 316L
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model for cryoloss calculation:
for all frequencies and temperatures

(there are nearly no steel surfaces in the used module-model)

( )Ωm101 6⋅=κ

2. Surface Absorption
steel



3. Module Models
XFEL – surface geometry

“module_bellows_geo2.cav”

module = left pipe (= 0.4m cu) +
8 x { cavity + between cavities } +
right pipe 1 (=0.4m cu) +
absorber +
right pipe 2 (=0.4m cu)

periodic
boundary

periodic
boundary

= infinite string of cold modules !



3. Module Models
XFEL – surface geometry

“module_bellows_geo2.cav”

1.3848

“cavity + between cavities”

1.283

“cavity”, shape defined in CDR & TDR

niobium cu

0.04



3. Module Models
XFEL – surface geometry

“module_bellows_geo2.cav”

“between cavities”
cu

0.1018

“absorber”

absorber
len = 0.05

steel



3. Module Models
FLASH

= XFEL model, but with different boundary conditiones

module = left pipe +
8 x { cavity + between cavities } +
right pipe 1 +
absorber +
right pipe 2

reflecting
boundary

open
boundary

≈ open–ACC5–|–ACC6–open



4. Cryoloss Results
XFEL

averaged number of hits per surface
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perfect cu
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absorber 1
perfect cu
f = 10 GHz

averaged number of hits per surface

cavity
niobium

bellows
cu

- pipes: niobium, cu

4. Cryoloss Results
XFEL



absorber 1
perfect cu
f = 10 GHz

averaged number of hits per surface

- pipes: niobium, cu

right pipe 1

right pipe 2

absorber
about 3.4 hits 

@ 10 GHz

4. Cryoloss Results
XFEL



absorber 1
perfect cu
f = 10 GHz

averaged number of hits per surface

losses per surface

absober
~ 3.4 hits

97% losses

4. Cryoloss Results
XFEL



absorber 1
perfect cu

4. Cryoloss Results
XFEL



absorber 1
perfect cu

bunch length = 25 µm

absorber efficiency:
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4. Cryoloss Results
XFEL

power spectrum
of bunch * Re(Z)

power spectrum
of bunch
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with ηabs(ω) = 0 for ω > 700GHz⋅2π



absorber 1
perfect cu

absorber 2
perfect cu

831.0abs =η 817.0abs =η

absorber 1
cu, rrr = 10

749.0abs =η

absorber 2
cu, rrr =10

729.0abs =η

4. Cryoloss Results
XFEL



absorption efficiency ≈ 90%
safety margin 10%

→ assumed absorption efficiency = 80 %

but the calculations with low rrr cu
give lower results !

significant influence of 
physics (of field propagation) and
material properties

that are not well known

4. Cryoloss Results
XFEL – working hypothesis of TDR

10x3000 bunches / sec       30x3000 bunches /sec
single bunch losses =               4.6 W          13.8 W

2K losses (for η = 0.75) =
(1 – η) x single bunch losses =               1.2 W                   3.5 W



4. Cryoloss Results
FLASH

averaged number of hits per surface

index of surface

stopping criterion:  waveinitial
4

wave 10 PP −<

→ 4100
particles

N_hit
surfaces ≈
∑

reflecting boundary open boundary
~ 0.8 hits/p.



absorber 2
perfect cu
f = 10 GHz

4. Cryoloss Results
FLASH

averaged number of hits per surface

losses per surface

absober
~ 0.92 hits/p.

absorber   
18.9 % losses

reflecting boundary open boundary ~ 0.8 hits/p

o.b.
76.4 %



4. Cryoloss Results
FLASH

absorber 2
perfect cu

154.0abs =η

absorber 2
cu, rrr =10

132.0abs =η

absorber 2
perfect cu

779.0obabs =+η

absorber + open b.

bunch length = 25 µm
bunch charge = 1nC

absorber 2
cu, rrr =10

664.0obabs =+η

absorber + open b.



4. Cryoloss Results
+ FLASH long bunch operation

single bunch losses ( ) module
2

bunch single  Hz5780 kqP ⋅=

C
V1053.1 14

module ⋅≈k  W18.0bunch single ≈→ P

losses to absorber: “perfect” Cu

RRR=10 Cu 

 W028.0absbunch single ≈ηP

 W024.0absbunch single ≈ηP

(3 nC)

(5.4W)

(0.83W)

(0.71W)



Supplement

…


